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Abstract

In this contribution, the eikonal approximation developed by Roy Glauber to describe
high-energy quantum collisions is presented. This approximation has been—and still
is—extensively used to analyse reaction measurements performed to study the structure
of nuclei far from stability. This presentation focuses more particularly on the application
of the eikonal approximation to the study of halo nuclei in modern nuclear physics.
To emphasise Roy Glauber’s legacy in today’s nuclear physics, recent extensions of this
model are reviewed.
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1 Introduction

Roy J. Glauber (1925–2018) is probably best known for his contribution to the quantum theory
of optical coherence, which led the Nobel committee to award him the Nobel Prize for Physics
in 2005. He is also well known for his regular appearances at the Ig-Nobel ceremony as the
“sweeper of the broom”, where he swept the paper planes sent by the audience on the stage
during the celebration. . .

His leading role in the development of the eikonal model of quantum collisions [1] is less
well know by many physicists. It is nonetheless central in the analysis of modern nuclear-
physics experiments, which aim at studying the structure of nuclei far from stability (see also
the contribution of Osland to this conference [2]). In particular this approximation is often
used to analyse reaction measurements involving halo nuclei [3]. These very exotic systems are
found at the boundaries of the nuclear chart and are characterised by a much larger matter
radius than their isobars. This unusual size is now understood as resulting from the loose
binding of one or two nucleons observed in these nuclei. Due to the purely quantal tunnel
effect, these valence nucleons can be found at a large distance from the other protons and
neutrons and hence form a sort of diffuse halo around a compact core [4]. They can hence be
described as few-body quantal systems in which one or two nucleons are loosely bound to a
core, of which the structure can be neglected in first approximation. For instance 11Be, which
is one of the best known one-neutron halo nuclei, can be seen as a 10Be core in its 0+ ground
state to which a neutron is bound by only 500 keV. The even more exotic 11Li is described as a
9Li surrounded by two halo neutrons bound by 370 keV. Although less probable, proton halos
can also develop close to the proton dripline. For example, 8B, in which the valence proton is
bound by a mere 137 keV, is often presented as a one-proton halo nucleus.

Because they are located close to the driplines, halo nuclei are very short lived. For exam-
ple, the half life of 11Be is 13 s, while that of 11Li is less than 10 ms. Investigating halo nuclei is
done mostly through indirect techniques such as reactions [3]. In particular, it has been seen
that the low breakup threshold of these nuclei significantly affects their collision with other
nuclei. As shown in Refs. [5,6] this can already be seen in the elastic-scattering cross section.
Of course more information about the core-halo structure can be gleaned from experiments
in which this structure is revealed, like in knockout and breakup reactions. In the former, one
(or two) nucleons are removed from the projectile during its interaction with a light target at
high energy [7]. To increase the statistics of such experiments performed with rare-isotope
beams, only the core is detected after the collision; the undetected halo nucleons can either be
absorbed or simply scattered by the target. This inclusive reaction provides key spectroscopic
information on the single-particle structure of the nucleus [8]. In breakup reactions, the halo
dissociates from the core through the interaction with a target [9, 10]. However, contrary
to the knockout reaction, this reaction is exclusive, meaning that both the core and the halo
nucleon(s) are measured in coincidence after the dissociation, leading to a cleaner, although
more experimentally challenging, probe.

In order to infer reliable nuclear-structure information from such reaction measurements,
an accurate description of the reaction coupled to a realistic model of the projectile is needed.
The eikonal approximation developed by Glauber provides such a simple and effective model
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Figure 1: System of coordinates used in the eikonal approximation to describe the
collision of a one-body projectile P on a structureless target T . The P-T relative
coordinate R is decomposed into its longitudinal Z and transverse b components
relative to the beam axis.

of reactions at high energy [1]. In Sec. 2, after presenting the general idea behind this ap-
proximation, I will show how it can be used to describe collisions involving one-neutron halo
nuclei, i.e., two-body projectiles. Then I will describe in Sec. 3 the main reactions, which are
used to study the halo structure at high beam energies, viz. knockout (Sec. 3.1) and breakup
(Sec. 3.2). Section 4 contains recent extensions of this model: to account for relativistic ef-
fects at high energy (Sec. 4.1), to describe reactions measured on two-neutron halo nuclei,
viz. with three-body projectiles (Sec. 4.2), and to use the eikonal model at low beam energies
(Sec. 4.3). A brief summary is provided in Sec. 5.

2 The eikonal approximation

2.1 In a nutshell

Let us start with the collision of a one-body projectile P on a target T , which we assume
structureless. The interaction between those two bodies is simulated by an optical potential
VPT . The Schrödinger equation that describes such a system reads

�

−
ħh2

2µPT
∆R + VPT (R)

�

Ψ(R) = ETΨ(R), (1)

were R is the P-T relative coordinate, µPT is the P-T reduced mass and ET is the total kinetic
energy of the system in the centre-of-mass rest frame. To describe the P-T collision, Eq. (1)
has to be solved with the condition that initially, the projectile is far away from the target and
impinging on it, i.e., that

Ψ(R) −→
Z→−∞

eiKZ+···, (2)

where KbZ is the wave vector for the initial P-T relative motion, assuming Z along the beam
axis (see Fig. 1).

At sufficiently high beam energy, the wave function Ψ that describes the P-T relative mo-
tion will not differ much from the incoming plane wave of Eq. (2). Indeed, under such ex-
perimental conditions, most of the reaction products will be detected at forward angles, right
behind the target. The main idea of the eikonal approximation [1,2] is to factorise that plane
wave out of the wave function Ψ to define a new wave function bΨ:

Ψ(R) = eiKZ
bΨ(R). (3)

Because the major dependence on R is contained in the initial plane wave, we can assume
that the new wave function bΨ will smoothly depend on R. This enables us to simplify the
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Schrödinger Eq. (1). Indeed the effect of the kinetic-energy operator on Ψ expressed as (3)
splits into three terms

−
ħh2

2µPT
∆RΨ(R) = eiKZ

�

−
ħh2

2µPT
∆R − iħhv

∂

∂ Z
+
µPT

2
v2

�

bΨ(R), (4)

where v = ħhK/µPT is the initial P-T velocity. Because bΨ is smoothly varying with R, we can
neglect its second-order derivative ∆bΨ compared to its first order derivative K ∂

∂ Z
bΨ. Taking

into account that ET =
µPT

2 v2, the Schrödinger Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

iħhv
∂

∂ Z
bΨ(b, Z) = VPT (R) bΨ(b, Z), (5)

where R has been explicitly decomposed into its longitudinal Z and transverse b components
relative to the beam axis (see Fig. 1). This equation is much easier to solve than Eq. (1):
instead of a second-order differential equation depending on three variables, it is a one-order
differential equation, which depends on the single longitudinal coordinate Z; the transverse
component b being now a mere parameter. The solution of Eq. (5) that satisfies the initial
condition (2) reads

bΨ(b, Z) = exp

�

−
i
ħhv

∫ Z

−∞
VPT (b, Z ′) dZ ′

�

. (6)

The P-T wave function after the collision Ψ(b, Z) −→
Z→+∞

eiKZ eiχ(b), from which the cross sec-

tions can be computed, depends on the eikonal phase

χ(b) = −
1
ħhv

∫ ∞

−∞
VPT (b, Z) dZ . (7)

The eikonal approximation therefore leads to a model of the reaction much easier to solve
and which has a simple semiclassical interpretation: the projectile is seen to follow a straight-
line trajectory along which it accumulates a complex phase due to its interaction with the
target. Another interest of this approximation is that it can be readily extended to two-body
projectiles, such as one-nucleon halo nuclei [11].

2.2 Eikonal description of reactions involving two-body projectiles

To describe the collision involving a projectile P that has a clear two-body structure, such as a
one-nucleon halo nucleus, the internal structure of that projectile can no longer be neglected.
Modelling P as a core c to which a fragment f is loosely bound, we usually describe its structure
by the single-particle quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian

H0 = −
ħh2

2µ
∆r + Vc f (r), (8)

where r is the c- f relative coordinate (see Fig. 2), µ is the reduced mass of the projectile
constituents and Vc f is an effective potential whose parameters are adjusted to reproduce the
bound states of the projectile and, sometimes, some of its low-lying resonances [11,12].

The internal structure of the target T is usually neglected and its interaction with the
projectile constituents is simulated by optical potentials chosen in the literature. Within that
framework, studying the P-T collision reduces to solving the three-body Schrödinger equation

�

−
ħh2

2µPT
∆R +H0 + VcT (RcT ) + Vf T (R f T )

�

Ψ(r ,R) = ETΨ(r ,R), (9)
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Figure 2: Jacobi set of coordinates used to describe the collision of a two-body
projectile P onto a target T . The former is described as a fragment f bound to a core
c separated by the internal coordinate r . The relative coordinate of the projectile
centre of mass to the target R is decomposed into its longitudinal Z and transverse
b components.

where R is the coordinate of the projectile centre of mass relative to the target (see Fig. 2), and
VcT and Vf T are the c-T and f -T optical potentials, which depend on the c-T and f -T relative
distances, respectively. This equation has to be solved with the condition that the projectile is
initially in its ground state

Ψ(r ,R) −→
Z→−∞

eiKZ+··· Φ0(r ), (10)

where Φ0 is the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H0 (8) of eigenenergy ε0, which corresponds to
the bound state of the projectile. As before, the Z axis is chosen along the incoming beam and
the P-T wave vector KbZ is related to the total energy of the system ET =

ħh2

2µPT
K2 + ε0.

In this case, the idea of the eikonal approximation is similar to that in the case of a one-body
projectile: the incoming plane wave eiKZ is factorised out of the three-body wave function Ψ
to lead to a simpler equation to solve for the new wave function bΨ [see Eq. (3)] [11,13]:

iħhv
∂

∂ Z
bΨ(r , b, Z) =

�

H0 − ε0 + VcT (Rc f ) + Vf T (R f T )
�

bΨ(r , b, Z), (11)

which needs to be solved for each value of b, the transverse component of R with the initial
condition

bΨ(r , b, Z) −→
Z→−∞

Φ0(r ). (12)

Because the reactions described in the eikonal approximation must take place at high energy,
it is usual to perform an additional adiabatic—or sudden—approximation, which neglects the
excitation energy of the projectile compared to the beam energy: H0 − ε0 ≈ 0. In that case,
the eikonal solution of Eq. (9), which satisfies the initial condition (10), reads [7,11]

Ψ(r , b, Z) −→
Z→+∞

eiKZ exp
�

i
�

χcT (r , b) +χ f T (r , b)
�	

Φ0(r ), (13)

in which the eikonal phases χcT and χ f T are computed following Eq. (7) for the c-T and f -T
optical potentials, respectively.

Thanks to its simplicity, the eikonal approximation has been widely used to study the spec-
troscopy of halo nuclei through reactions and mostly knockout reactions [7], which is per-
formed at high energy and on light targets, for which this model of reactions is well suited.
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The nature of the 10Be states is well understood. It is
seen from Table I that only 78% of the inclusive fragment
spectrum corresponds to neutron removal to the ground
state. About one-third of the intensity of the strongest
g ray (3.37 MeV) corresponds to direct feeding of the
21 level. It is this part that carries information about
the 0d5�2 ≠ 21 admixture in the 11Be ground state. The
two excited states with negative parity have the dominant
structure 1s1�2 ≠ 9Be� 3

2
2�, and are excited by the removal

of a neutron from a p3�2 core state, while the halo s-wave
neutron acts as a spectator. We now compare these four
cross sections with the theoretical expectations.

The theoretical cross section for a given 10Be core fi-
nal state, and removed nucleon j value, is assumed to
be a product of a spectroscopic factor S and a single-
particle cross section [6,25]. The latter is the sum of terms
corresponding to knockout (often referred to as stripping)
and diffraction dissociation. These were calculated within
a spectator-core eikonal three-body model [25] similar to
that used in [26] with the same parameters.

The results of the calculations are given in Table I.
These show an expected reduction in the single-particle
cross sections for higher l values and higher binding ener-
gies, since the reactions take place at the nuclear surface
and depend sensitively on the tail of the neutron wave func-
tion. This surface dominance justifies our use of the op-
tical limit in the 50–100 MeV�nucleon region. Although
the potential is highly attractive and absorptive in the nu-
clear interior, comparison with calculations using Sn de-
rived from the microscopic nucleon optical potential of
Jeukenne et al. [27] confirms that the optical limit Sn per-
forms well in the critical surface region. The same conclu-
sions pertain for analogous experiments and analyses with
phosphorus and carbon isotopes [6,28]. Details of these
theoretical model comparisons, and also those using phe-
nomenological potentials, will be presented elsewhere.

Table I shows that the agreement is good in the present
case. The most important conclusion is that the cross sec-
tions to the two lowest levels support the Warburton-Brown
[11] spectroscopic factors, thus corroborating a dominant
s-wave single-particle configuration for the ground state.

Table I includes an estimate of the effect of excitation
of an assumed deformed 10Be core by the target. Within
the eikonal framework [29], using the same interaction
and density parameters and an assumed 10Be quadrupole
deformation b2 � 0.67 [9], the calculated cross section
for excitation to the 21 core state is 11 mb, which has to
be multiplied with the 01 state spectroscopic factor. In
addition, a small contribution of 7 mb was estimated for
the Coulomb breakup, which was added to the ground state
cross section (see Table I).

We now turn to the momentum distributions of the
10Be fragments, from which the angular-momentum
assignments are deduced. Since the normalization of the
distribution is contained in the absolute cross section, we
present the distributions scaled in an arbitrary way to the
data. From the coincidences with g rays it is possible to

obtain the distribution corresponding to the ground state
by subtracting the components to excited states from the
singles spectrum. The result is shown in Fig. 2. The full
width at half maximum is 47.5�6� MeV�c [45.7(6) after
subtracting quadratically the resolution]. The ability to
cleanly see the contribution of nucleon removal from the
1s state allows us to make a precise comparison of the mea-
sured 10Be fragment distribution with calculations. Past
experiments [3,30] had significant contributions from parts
of the wave function that do not reflect the halo, including
the 22 and 12 core neutron removal hole states. We com-
pare our result with theoretical momentum distributions
calculated in an eikonal model for the knockout process.
The distribution for diffractive dissociation is expected to
have a similar shape [26]. We follow [5] and calculate
the distribution for a given impact parameter as the one-
dimensional Wigner transform of the wave function after
the reaction. For this we use a black-disk approximation.
The cutoff radii were adjusted to reproduce the core-target
and neutron-target reaction cross sections for free particles
and are 5.28 and 3.12 fm, respectively. The calculated
result for a neutron separation energy of 0.5 MeV and
for three values of the angular momentum is shown in
Fig. 2. The comparison points to an unambiguous l � 0
assignment.

The second calculation, by Bonaccorso and Brink [31],
used time-dependent perturbation theory with the interac-
tion represented by optical potentials. The two reaction
channels were treated separately, but turned out to give es-
sentially identical shapes and absolute cross sections. The
close agreement between the two theoretical differential
cross sections suggests that both approaches reflect the
same basic physics input: the momentum content of the
external part of the single-particle neutron wave function.
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FIG. 2. pjj distribution of the 10Be fragments in the rest frame
of the projectile. Only the contribution leading to the ground
state of 10Be is shown. The curves are calculations assuming a
knockout reaction from s, p, and d states.

37

Figure 3: Parallel-momentum distribution of the 10Be core of the one-neutron halo
nucleus 11Be following its one-neutron removal reaction on Be at 60 MeV/nucleon.
Eikonal calculations performed assuming different orbital-angular momenta of the
halo neutron l are compared to the experimental data of Ref. [8], illustrating the
spectroscopic application of this reaction observable in the study of exotic nuclei.
Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [8]. Copyright (2000) by the American
Physical Society.

3 Reactions with halo nuclei

3.1 Knockout

In knockout reactions, a nucleon is quickly removed from the projectile during a high-energy
collision measured on a light target (usually C or Be). It is one of the ways to obtain spectro-
scopic information on exotic nuclei [7]. In particular, it has been extensively used to probe
the one-neutron halo structure [8, 14]. In that case, the removed neutron either breaks up
from the core of the nucleus, due to its low separation energy, or it is absorbed by the target.
In such experiments, only the core is measured as a product of the reaction, which does not
require as high a beam intensity as if the halo neutron were to be measured in coincidence, as
is the case in breakup reactions (see Sec. 3.2).

Because the reaction is performed at high energy and on a light target, it can be seen
as taking place adiabatically—viz. suddenly—which means that the detected core will retain
some information about its state in the initial ground state of the projectile. Since the halo
wave function is characterised by a large spatial expansion, we can expect the core to have a
fairly narrow momentum distribution within the projectile. Hence the idea to measure the core
momentum distribution after knockout to infer spectroscopic information about halo nuclei
[7]. A narrow distribution would be a strong indication that the nucleus exhibits a one-neutron
halo. Extensive campaigns of measurements have been organised to measure the momentum
distribution along isotopic lines, as the one reported in Ref. [14].

Such a typical measurement is illustrated in Fig. 3, which displays the parallel-momentum
distribution of 10Be following the removal of one neutron from 11Be measured at 60 MeV/nucle-
on on a Be target [8]. In addition to the experimental data, three calculations performed within
the usual eikonal approximation are also shown. Each one of them assumes a different orbital
angular momentum for the valence neutron in this archetypical one-neutron halo nucleus:
l = 0 (solid line), 1 (dashed line) and 2 (dash-dotted line). We observe that the first of these,
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Figure 4: Cross sections for the breakup of (left) 11Be on C at 67 MeV/nucleon
and (right) 15C on Pb at 68 MeV/nucleon, both expressed as a function of the c-
n relative energy E after dissociation. Dynamical eikonal calculations [15, 17] are
compared to the experimental data of (left) Ref. [10] and (right) Ref. [18]. The good
agreement with experiment confirms the few-body structure of the one-neutron halo
projectiles. Right figure adapted with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright (2010)
by the American Physical Society.

which agrees with the data, leads to the narrowest distribution, which is to be expected in
this case where no barrier hinders the development of a long-range halo in the projectile wave
function. Not only can this type of measurement hint at possible halo nuclei, but it can also
be used as a spectroscopic tool to pinpoint to the single-particle orbital in which the valence
nucleon sits.

3.2 Breakup

In breakup reactions, the halo nucleon(s) dissociate from the core during the collision with
the target. However, contrary to knockout, where only the resulting core is measured, all
constituents, i.e., the core and the halo neutron(s), are measured in coincidence. As men-
tioned before, this requires higher beam intensities than for knockout experiments since the
measurement of neutrons is not an easy task. However, this reaction provides more detailed in-
formation, in particular on the structure of the low-energy continuum of the projectile [10,12].

To infer reliable information about the structure of the projectile from experiment, an
accurate model of this reaction is needed. Unfortunately, in its most usual expression, the
eikonal approximation is not valid to describe reactions on heavy targets. In these cases,
the breakup is dominated by the Coulomb interaction, which, due to its infinite range, is
incompatible with the adiabatic approximation that assumes that the reaction takes place on a
very short time. Mathematically this translates in an eikonal phase that behaves as 1

b , leading
to a divergence in the integral over b in the calculation of the cross section [15].

To avoid this divergence, it has been suggested not to perform the adiabatic approximation.
This requires to solve Eq. (11) numerically. This Dynamical Eikonal Approximation (DEA) [13]
has shown to work very well to describe various reaction observables on both light and heavy
targets at intermediate energy for one-neutron [15] and one-proton halo nuclei [16]. These
results are illustrated in Fig. 4, where the breakup cross section of one-neutron halo nuclei 11Be
(left) and 15C (right) are plotted as a function of the relative energy E between the neutron
and the core after dissociation.

The reaction involving 11Be shown in Fig. 4 (left) has been measured on C at
67 MeV/nucleon [10]. The cross section exhibits a significant peak at about E = 1.3 MeV,
which corresponds to the energy of a known 5

2
+

resonant state in the spectrum of 11Be, sug-
gesting that information about the projectile continuum can be gained through such measure-
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ments. The DEA calculation confirms this. When including that resonances within the d5/2
partial wave, a narrow peak appears in that contribution to the cross section (dotted line).
Once folded with experimental resolution (solid line), the theoretical prediction of Ref. [12]
agrees very well with the data of Ref. [10].

The breakup of 15C has been measured on a lead target at 68 MeV/nucleon (right panel
of Fig. 4) [18]. The DEA calculation (dashed green line) is in perfect agreement with exper-
iment [17], confirming the clear two-body structure of 15C. Interestingly, this result is also
in perfect agreement with a similar calculation performed within the Continuum Discretised
Couple Channel model (CDCC, red solid line), which is fully quantal and does not rely on any
approximation about the projectile-target relative motion [11,19]. This comparison confirms
the validity of the eikonal approach at intermediate energy [17].

It should be noted that although much less time-consuming than CDCC, the DEA is still
much more computationally expensive than the usual eikonal approximation, which requires
simple one-dimensional integrals to account for the P-T interactions [see Eq. (7)]. To cure
the aforementioned divergence due to the Coulomb interaction, it has been suggested to re-
place the erroneous Coulomb eikonal phase at by its (correct) estimate at the first order of the
perturbation theory [20]. This Coulomb-Corrected Eikonal model (CCE) has been shown to
agree with DEA calculations at intermediate energy and hence to provide a simple and com-
putationally cheap alternative to the more sophisticated dynamical models [21]. Note that a
more advanced correction has been recently suggested following a similar idea [22].

4 Recent extensions of the eikonal approximation

4.1 Relativistic beam energies

The breakup measurements performed at GSI, as well as those now made at RIKEN, involve
very high-energy beams, of the order of a few hundreds MeV/nucleon. At these energies it is
clear that a proper treatment of special relativity is needed. Since these energies are perfectly
suited for the adiabatic approximation, but for the Coulomb interaction, the aforementioned
CCE [20, 21] is a good starting point for the development of such a model. Recently, it has
been shown that treating the nuclear interaction at the Optical Limit Approximation (OLA)
of the Glauber model [1, 23], and correcting for relativistic effects the sole treatment of the
Coulomb interaction in a CCE model, a good agreement with the experimental breakup cross
section of 11Be on Pb measured at 520 MeV/nucleon [9] could be obtained [24].

Figure 5 illustrates this new model applied to the Coulomb breakup of 15C, measured at
GSI at 605 MeV/nucleon [25]. The results of calculations using different models of 15C are in
excellent agreement with the data (red solid, blue dotted and magenta dash-dotted lines) [26].
The purple dashed line, which corresponds to the result of a calculation without relativistic
correction, confirms the significance of relativistic effects and hence the necessity to include
them properly within the description of the reaction.

4.2 Three-body projectiles

The computational efficiency and reliability of the CCE also opens the door to a more complex
description of the projectile. In particular it has been proposed to extend this model to three-
body projectiles, viz. two-neutron halo nuclei [11,27].

Figure 6 illustrates the excellent results obtained with this model for 11Li [28], the archetyp-
ical two-neutron halo nucleus whose Coulomb breakup has been accurately measured on Pb
at 70 MeV/nucleon [29]. The good agreement with experiment observed on both the energy
(left panel of Fig. 6) and angular (right panel of Fig. 6) distributions confirms both the validity
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Figure 5: Cross sections for the breakup of 15C on Pb at 605 MeV/nucleon expressed
as a function of the c-n relative energy E after dissociation. Coulomb-corrected
eikonal calculations [26] are compared to the experimental data of Ref. [25].
Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [26]. Copyright (2019) by the Ameri-
can Physical Society.
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Figure 6: Cross sections for the breakup of 11Li on Pb at 70 MeV/nucleon expressed
as a function of (left) the 9Li-n-n relative energy E after dissociation and (right) the
9Li-n-n centre of mass. Coulomb-corrected eikonal calculations [28] are compared to
the experimental data of Ref. [29]. Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [28].
Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society.

of the three-body description of 11Li used in Ref. [28] and the possibility to extend the CCE to
the study of Borromean nuclei.

4.3 Low-energy reactions

As illustrated so far, the eikonal approximation is very reliable to describe reactions measured
at intermediate and high energies, viz. above 50 MeV/nucleon. However, the computing
attractiveness of this approximation over more quantal models, like CDCC, has raised the
interest to find a correction to extend its range of validity to lower beam energies. In particular,
an eikonal-like model valid at about 10 MeV/nucleon would be valuable to analyse data taken
at the new HIE-ISOLDE facility at CERN or at the future ReA12 of FRIB.

In the detailed comparison between the DEA and CDCC presented in Ref. [17], it has been
shown that already at 20 MeV/nucleon, the eikonal approximation fails at reproducing CDCC
cross sections (see Fig. 7). It appears that the DEA (dashed green line) leads to too large and
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Figure 7: Angular distribution for the breakup of 15C on Pb at 20 MeV/nucleon.
Dynamical eikonal calculations and its low-energy correction are compared to fully
quantal CDCC results [30]. The simple low-energy correction enables to reproduce
the correct magnitude and oscillatory pattern of the cross section. Figure adapted
from Ref. [30]. Copyright (2014) by the American Physical Society.

too forward-focussed an angular distribution compared to the CDCC reference calculation (red
solid line). This can be easily understood from the semiclassical interpretation of the eikonal
approximation (see Sec. 2.1). The projectile is seen as following a straight-line trajectory. It
is thus “forced” towards forward angles and constrained to pass through the high-field zone
of the target. It is thus not surprising that the resulting cross section appears too high and
peaking at too forward an angle, simply because the Coulomb deflection is not included in the
model.

In a later analysis, it has been shown that a simple semiclassical correction is enough to
account for the Coulomb deflection [30]. The idea of that correction is to replace the transverse
coordinate b of R in the DEA Eq. (11) by the classical distance of closest approach b′ for the
Coulomb trajectory corresponding to the impact parameter b [23]

b′ =
η

K
+

√

√η2

K2
+ b2, (14)

where the Sommerfeld parameter η = ZP ZT e2/4πε0ħhv, and ZP and ZT are the projectile
and target atomic numbers, respectively. With this simple correction, the DEA cross section
is reduced and extended to larger angles and perfectly matches the CDCC prediction (see the
black dash-dotted line in Fig. 7) [30].

At least for Coulomb-dominated collisions it is thus possible to extend the eikonal approx-
imation to low energies. It has been tried to apply similar corrections to nuclear-dominated
reactions, hence to light targets [31, 32]. Unfortunately, none of these corrections seem to
work to properly describe the breakup of one-neutron halo nuclei on light targets down to
20 MeV/nucleon [33]. Although disappointing, this result shows the limit of the eikonal ap-
proximation and in which conditions it is requested to resort to fully quantal models.

5 Summary

Roy Glauber has developed the eikonal approximation to describe high-energy quantal col-
lisions [1]. At least in the realm of nuclear physics, his model has proved—and continues
to prove—very helpful to accurately analyse experiments performed at radioactive-ion beam
facilities to study the structure of nuclei away from stability [2,11].
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In this contribution, I have illustrated the use of the eikonal approximation to analyse
reactions involving halo nuclei [3]. These exotic, short-lived nuclei exhibit a very unusual
structure, where one or two loosely-bound nucleons, tunneling into the classically-forbidden
region, exhibit a high probability of presence at a large distance from the other nucleons. These
valence nucleons hence form a sort of diffuse halo around the compact core of the nucleus [4].
This peculiar structure challenges the usual description of nuclei, in which nuclei are seen as
compact clusters of nucleons. Because of their short lifetime, halo nuclei are often studied
through reactions. To infer reliable spectroscopic information from such measurements, a
good understanding of the reaction process is needed. The eikonal approximation provides us
with such a model for reactions measured at high beam energy (viz. above 50 MeV/nucleon).

In particular, I have emphasised the application of the usual eikonal approximation, i.e.,
which includes the subsequent adiabatic treatment of the projectile dynamics, to analyse mea-
surements of knockout reactions [7], i.e., of reactions where the halo nucleons are removed
from the nucleus on a light target at high energy, see, e.g., Ref. [8].

The use of the eikonal approximation to describe breakup reactions, in which both the
core and the halo nucleons are measured in coincidence [9, 10], requires a correct treatment
of the P-T Coulomb interaction, which cannot be accounted for at the adiabatic approximation
[11,13,21]. This can be done either by fully including the dynamics of the projectile within the
reaction model, like in the DEA [13,15] or by correcting the eikonal treatment of the Coulomb
interaction at the first order of the perturbation theory [20–22].

The eikonal approximation provides a simple and elegant model of the reaction with a
clear semiclassical interpretation. Unfortunately it is limited to high beam energies, viz. above
50 MeV/nucleon. Efforts have been made to extend its range of validity towards lower en-
ergies. For reactions on heavy targets, the Coulomb deflection can be easily simulated by a
simple semiclassical correction, enabling a correct description of breakup reactions down to,
at least, 20 MeV/nucleon [30]. On light targets however, no such correction seems to provide
acceptable results to reliably analyse reactions at low energy [33].

The eikonal approximation and the models that have been derived have provided and will
continue to provide valuable information on the structure of nuclei away from stability, such
as halo nuclei. This confirms the significant, albeit less known, contribution of Roy Glauber in
modern nuclear physics.
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